
Practicing for fin ficcident ?? 
Many years ago, traffic safety experts concluded that accidents were caused by 
"bad" people being "bad" .... "Good" people with "good attitudes" did not have 
accidents, they said. Thus, much of what was done in driver training was an 
effort to "brainwash" or to propagandize people into accepting the "proper atti-
tudes" toward safety, benevolence and their fellow man. 

Lo and behold, however, the number of accidents and fatalaties continued to 
climb. 

Then, by the late 1950's, a few experts began to realize that no one meant to 
have an accident. People with good attitudes often had just as many, or more, 
accidents than did just ordinary folks. People don't want to have accidents. 
They simply do not know how to stay out of them. 

When accident statistics climb, as they almost always do, some of our concerned 
citizens and leaders call for "putting more teeth into" traffic laws, cracking 
down on violators, forcing offenders to look at bloody accident victims, "throw-
ing the book at" speeders, and so forth .... but none of this has done any good. 

What has been discovered is that only a small percentage of the public (perhaps 
5%) is "accident prone" — that is, inclined to have more than its share of 
accidents — but more than 85 per cent of accidents are caused by the average  
citizen who means well but simply has not learned how to stay out of accidents. 
Most drivers on the road today are "practicing" diligently for the BIG accident 
they are sure to have sooner or later. This includes your own friends, many 
of whom everyone thinks are good drivers and who boast of having had no acci-
dents in many years of driving. The average driver probably is learning, and 
practicing, and perfecting, the wrong driving HABITS — habits that surely will 
lead him, sooner or later, into an accident. 

Only about three per cent of the drivers on the road today are truly expert drivers 
who never even have "close shaves". Most of those drive professionally, for 
their living. 

In analyzing the performance of the small three per cent of the drivers who never 
are involved in accidents, it was discovered that they have certain practices, or 
techniques, in common. The purpose of this booklet is to discuss these prac-
tices, or techniques. 

If you ever happened upon a situation where two or more cars had come together 
and crashed, you probably heard the driver of at least one of the cars say: 

I JUST DIDN'T SEE HIM .... HE CAME OUT OF NOWHERE. 

He probably is telling the truth. He just didn't see the other car until it was too 
late to avoid injuring or killing someone. 

Q. Why didn't he see the other car ? 

A. Because he was not trained to do so. 
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Furthermore, this driver has not learned anything from this crash. He is 
very likely to have similar "I just didn't see him' type crashes in the future. 

This driver's eyesight and intelligence are normal. Physically and mentally, 
he is in excellent shape. Furthermore, he is a "terrific" driver. He can 
maneuver the car with great skill. He can park perfectly every time. He 
passed the driver's license test with flying colors, and he's never had a seri-
ous accident until now. 

DID YOU KNOW that most fatal accidents involve GOOD DRIVERS? 

7 of 10 had no serious violations 

8 of 10 had no previous accidents 

8 of 10 were obeying speed laws. 

You also should know that most crashes occur under ideal, safe conditions.... 

when the weather is clear and dry 

on straight roads 

in moderate (rather than heavy) traffic. 

Finally, you should note that in most two-car crashes, BOTH drivers had 
made mistakes. Probably, if only ONE had made mistakes, the crash would 
have been avoided. 

Now, if the reader accepts the theory that people don't want or mean to have 
accidents, and the notion that the driver is truthful when he says, "I just 
didn't see the other car" — then let's try to analyze what is needed for any 
driver to see the other car and avoid the accident. 



• 	Know your Eyes 

• 

The first thing to understand is that the eyesight of various animals, including the 
human animal, differs one from another. For the most part, the animals that 
move fastest have the best eyesight. Those that move slowest have the worst eye-
sight. A rhinocerous is almost blind, but an eagle can spot a mouse in a field 
from 500 feet in the air. Somehow, nature endowed these animals with eyesight 
appropriate to their needs. 

The human animal was made to move about two miles per hour. For most, the 
visual habits operate accordingly. Now, when he is put into a vehicle going 50 
miles per hour, the two-mile-an-hour visual habits are not adequate. 

At walking speed (about two miles an hour), if you see an obstacle, or a puddle, 
30 or 40 feet before you reach it, you have plenty of time to avoid it or to walk 
around it. Thus, man has come to be concerned with, and to focus his attention 
on, obstacles that are only a few feet ahead of him. 

Secondly, human eyesight is not uniformly sharp. That is, man has a sharp 
"central cone" of vision which is only about three degrees in diameter, and 
the remaining portion of his vision (which we call "peripheral vision") is fuzzy 
and indistinct. Thus, through your peripheral (also called "fringe") vision, you 
may detect that someone has entered the room, but, in order to determine who it 
is, you must focus your central core of vision on that individual. The peripheral 
vision, which represents most of our eyesight, can detect motion, and perhaps 
the presence of objects, but peripheral vision cannot recognize details. 

If, at higher speeds than his walking speed, a person is going to avoid conflicts 
with other objects or persons, he must somehow learn to use his eyes differently. 
When driving a car or piloting an airplane, the walking-speed visual habits are 
simply not adequate. But, the necessary survival habits - See and Be Seen -
can be taught. 

Many commercial truck drivers are able to drive their big trucks over the same 
roads and through the same traffic as the average passenger-car driver with but 
rarely an accident. Why do many truck line drivers turn in driving perform-
ances - driving 10 or 15 times more miles than the average driver - year 
after year without an accident ? Why do these experts do something so different 
from the average driver ? Is it because the truck driver is so much more profi-
cient at the mechanics of driving - shifting, handling the controls, gripping the 
steering wheel, etc. ? We doubt it. Perhaps attitude makes a difference ? 	 
That's unlikely, because possibly no other group of individuals has a poorer atti-
tude toward their fellow drivers than do the truck drivers. They have been known 
to look upon their fellow motorists as a nuisance - put on the road to annoy, 
harass and impede their personal progress in traffic. 

No, line drivers turn in better driving performance because they have better 
SEEING HABITS - not because they are particularly interested in preventing 
accidents, although that is perfectly natural, but because they want to avoid con-
flicts, to avoid anything  that may develop up ahead and require them to stop. 

• 
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As they drive, they constantly size up the "big picture" and "read" each of its 
component parts. Their eyes constantly search for clues which will indicate 
trouble far ahead, so that they can take the appropriate steps necessary to avoid 
slowing down or stopping. They have learned to "read the traffic picture" and 
take automatic meaning from what they see. They have trained themselves to 
spot trouble far in advance and will not drive blindly into a situation of conflict 
from which there is no escape. They do all this with their eyes. (This does not 
mean any truck line driver will surely make a good teacher. Most of them prob-
ably do not consciously understand what it is that they do to avoid trouble.) 

Although fuzzy and out of focus, the fringe vision (peripheral vision) detects 
objects, movements and light to one side or another or above and below the nor-
mal line of sight. It is more or less a means of scanning, which helps pick out 
the objects upon which to focus. 

Now, putting it all together, you have a narrow 3° cone of sharp, central vision. 
At 100 feet, the sharp vision area is only 5 feet in diameter; at 1,000 feet, 
only about 52 feet in diameter; at 20 feet, it is less than 12" in diameter. 

But, surrounding this sharp central cone of vision is a tremendously wide area 
of fringe (peripheral or "detection") vision that can give you clues as to what is 
happening in the outer area. However, in order to be able to see details, you 
must use your narrow central cone of vision by looking squarely at an object. 

Furthermore, fringe vision can disappear entirely when one looks at an object 
very closely and in sharp detail. This happens when one concentrates upon a 
movie or TV screen or any other single target. 

When driving a car, the ability of fringe vision to recognize details diminishes 
greatly as the speed increases and also diminishes as one attempts to maneuver 
through tight obstacles. 
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STATIONARY 
Field of Vision 180°  or more 

40 M.P.H. 
Field Reduced to Approximately 2/5 

20 M.P.H. 
Field Reduced to Approximately 2/3 

60 M.P.H. 
Field Reduced to Approximately 1/5 

For instance, your field of vision when stationary may be as much as 180°. 
Speed reduces that field in this way: 

20 m. p. h. 	Field of vision approximately 120° 
40 	.' ,, 	f t 	 I I 	

" 	 720  
60 	" 	

f I 	 1.1 	 I I 	 360 
 

That is, at 60 m.p.h., your field of vision is only one-fifth (1/5) of what it 
is when you are not moving. 

Now, for the time being, let's set aside this topic and return to it later. 



• You Can Step On 4 Dime 
You're driving along peacefully. There's a big truck about 500 feet ahead. 
Suddenly, a huge box falls off the truck and blocks your lane ahead. What can 
you do ? 

Can you swerve left ? Can you swerve right ? Can you stop in time ? 

Well, in this, or any, emergency, there is a certain sequence of events that 
should occur, all within just a second or two: 

1. The problem must be seen (be IDENTIFIED)  

2. The driver must PREDICT  what will happen: 

Will the box slide, or bounce out of the traffic lane ? 

What action might other motorists take ? 

What happens if I swerve left or right ? 

Can I stop in time 7 	 Etc. 

3. The driver must  DECIDE  what action to take: 

Swerve left ? 

 

right ? 	 or, stop ? 

 

4. The driver must EXECUTE  his chosen action. 

All the above requires TIME. The total amount of time may depend largely 
upon the health, alertness and competence of the driver. Certainly, a person 
who has been drinking or using drugs will need far more time than normal. An 
older person also may require more time than a younger one. A driver who 
has not been trained properly in visual habits also may lose precious time. 

Steps 1, 2 & 3 - to identify, predict and decide - will require AT LEAST 
one second under IDEAL conditions. Let's call this PERCEPTION TIME. 

If the decision is to stop, under ideal  conditions one may get his foot onto the 
brake pedal in three-quarters (3/4) of a second. However, even in that 3/4 
second, the car has r veled: 

at 30 m. p. h. 	 33 feet 

at 40 m. p. h. 	 44 feet 

at 50 m. p. h. 	 55 feet 

This 3/4 second is called "reaction time" - That's the minimum time re-
quired to get one's foot onto the brake pedal. 

AFTER THE BRAKE IS APPLIED, you have a considerable amount of 
ADDITIONAL travel before the car comes to a stop. This is called "braking 
distance. " On clear, dry roads, under ideal  conditions, the minimum  
braking distance is: 

• 

• at 30 m.p.h. 	 54 feet 

at 40 m.p.h. 	 96 feet 

at 50 m.p.h. 	 146 feet 



75 FT 29 	22 24 20 

131 FT 54 44 	 33 30 

-1199 FT 40 59 	 44 96 

275 FT 146 50 74 	 55 

81 	 61 322 FT 180 55 

MILES 
PER 
HOUR 

IDENTIFY 
PREDICT 
DECIDE 	EXECUTE 
-1 SEC. - 	3/4 SEC. 

(Perception) (Reaction) 

BRAKING 
DISTANCE 

To estimate the total STOPPING DISTANCE, you add together perception  dis- 
• tance PLUS reaction  distance PLUS braking  distance. 

MINIMUM STOPPING DISTANCE 

WITH NORMAL BRAKES AND WITH FAVORABLE 
ROAD SURFACE AND WEATHER CONDITIONS. 

• 
	 and if the road is wet, snowy or icy — or if the tires or brakes are worn 
— it can take very much more distance to stop. 

What's even worse, if the driver has been drinking or using drugs, his percep-
tion time and his reaction time will be greatly increased. 

Thus you can tell that it is not possible to stop suddenly in a very short distance. 
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THE NAME OF THE GAME IS... 

Space & Visibility! 
Throughout your driver training program, you will hear "space and 
visibility" over and over again. The term is basic to safe driving and 
is the essence of all you will learn. Military combat, it is said, can 
be summed up in two words: "Fire and maneuver 	 Some folks 
maintain the story of Christianity can be boiled down to "sin and grace" 
	 Similarly, safe driving is centered on "space and visibility." 

You need space in order to have visibility. For example, the sole pur-
pose of staying well behind the vehicle ahead is not simply to allow 
adequate stopping distance. You need space between you and the car 
ahead so that you can see what is developing far up ahead. You must 
neither have your vision blocked by the vehicle ahead nor must you be 
forced to watch it constantly lest its brakes are applied. 

Safe driving is simply a matter of finding a safe place to put your car 
  a place not now, nor soon to be, occupied by another object. If 
you attempt to put your car into a space that is, or soon will be, occu-
pied by something else, then you are very likely to have a collision. 

In order to locate a safe space for your car, you must have visibility. 
(You also must know what to look for.) Basically, your goal is 
SPACE and VISIBILITY at all times — a "Space Cushion" and an 
"Adequate Field of View. " 

This brings you to three basic rules of vision, which are: 

AIM HIGH IN STEERING, 

GET THE BIG PICTURE, 

and 

KEEP YOUR EYES MOVING. 

We shall discuss these three rules both independently and taken together 
as a group. Each one is related to the other, yet each one is important 
in itself. If one of these three is forgotten, the other two lose much of 
their significance and effect. 

Of course, in this manual we will not delve in great depth into how to 
get the needed space and visibility, nor very much into what to do with 
it after you have obtained it. Herein we are dealing with the THEORY 
of The Smith System and touch only lightly upon some aspects of its 
practical application. 

After we review the above three rules of vision, we shall go into the 
two remaining rules which are: 

LEAVE YOURSELF AN OUT 

MAKE SURE THEY SEE YOU 
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1: AIM HIGH IN STEERING 

Your primary job in driving is to locate space to accommodate your vehicle. 
Such space is referred to as your "path. " A safe path is one which will be free 
of other objects as you pass through it. 

Average speed can be from 15 m.p.h. to 55 m.p.h. depending upon conditions, 
and you must determine accordingly what your path is going to be — not what 
it is. You must analyze conditions at the area where your car is going to be 
8 to 12 seconds later (perhaps more than a block in town 	 up to a half- 
mile on expressways or country roads.) 

When you sit in the driver's seat, you do not sit in the center of the vehicle. 
You sit to the left of center, so you have a left-angle perspective of anything 
close to the front of your car. Looking only 100 feet ahead, what you see 
clearly is a path only about 5 feet wide. 

Eliminate this problem by looking as far as possible up the center of your 
driving path, which has the effect of centering you in the center of your path  
and you in turn will automatically keep your vehicle moving down the center  
of your lane. 

As you look far ahead, left-angle perspective from the driver's seat is dimin-
ished to virtually none. Looking 1,000 feet ahead, what you see clearly is a 
path about 52 feet wide. So, you see, the way to eliminate an off-center 
perspective is AIM HIGH IN STEERING. 

Throughout your life as a driver, you must keep from slipping into the bad 
habits of LOW-AIM drivers who: 

• "Ride the line" at the middle of the road or the left edge of 
their own lane because they keep watching the right side of 
the road out of the corner of their eye 

• See only a small area ahead of their car and then become 
"tailgaters" 

• Make turns too fast and frequently are surprised by a hazard 
waiting for them around the corner 

• Are aware of the path lit up by their headlights only, so night 
driving is difficult and full of surprises for them 

• "Short-cut" turns, or swing wide on turns, and so risk side-
swiping an oncoming or a parked car 

• Make dangerous left turns in front of oncoming traffic because 
they are not aware of possible conflicts or obstacles 

While AIMING HIGH IN STEERING, you see in a glance up ahead possible 
conflicts with other traffic and then adjust your speed and your approach 
accordingly. 
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New drivers find it difficult to look far ahead as they drive. They instinctively 
want to look very low to the ground in front of the car, as they looked low to the 
ground ahead when pedestrians. (Experienced drivers also are often guilty of 
violating the "Aim High" rule.) 

It's not enough to just read and understand a technique. In order to develop 
your "Aim High In Steering" habit, some time and energy and practice is 
needed until you have developed a proper HABITUAL EYE LEAD TIME. 

The AIM HIGH rule often can be defined in one sentence: Don't steer away 
from objects 	 Steer for space. 

On the surface, this may sound like an oversimplification. The uninformed 
may say, "What else ?" The late Vince Lombardi, coach of the Green Bay 
Packers in their glory years, coined the phrase "run to daylight. " 

Accident reports often reflect the violation of "Aim High in Steering" when they 
state, "Driver A swerved to avoid Car B and hit Truck C head-on. " 

What Driver A did was look at Car B on his right. While looking to his ri ght  
(at Car B), he turned the steering wheel to the left into Truck C (or failed to 
notice Truck C). Driver A let his wheels and his eyes become separate —
each going in opposite directions. 

This mistake, shared even by some rather sophisticated drivers, probably 
started when they first took a wheel to learn to drive. Unless they had a very 
competent instructor, one of the few who thoroughly understands the Seeing 
Habits, some very serious seeing mistakes were "taught into" the student. 

For instance, when pulling away from the curb for the first time, if the teacher 
said, "Don't hit the blue car parked in front of us," the student automatically 
would look at the blue car and steer away from it (eyes going right, wheels 
going left). Now he missed the blue car, all right, but he is headed for the red 
car parked on the other side of the street. The teacher says, "Look out for 
the red car, " and the student automatically looks toward the red car and turns 
away from it (eyes going left, wheels going right). 

And so it goes 	 Student drivers often are improperly taught to steer away 
from objects, instead of correctly taught to steer for space. 

Most drivers, when looking down a busy street, see only objects. They are 
object oriented. The truly competent driver sees space. He is space oriented. 

The AIM HIGH rule is basic to aZZ the remaining rules 
and, indeed, to safe driving itself. That is, if one 
does not habitually AIM HIGH, it is almost useless to 
KEEP YOUR EYES MOVING or to attempt to GET THE BIG 
PICTURE, etc. 	Hence, "Habitual Eye Lead Time"(H.E.L.T.) 
is the first and most important thing taught to a new 
driver or looked for in an experienced driver. • 



symefreekit4Oy LOW AIM STEERING  

1. Speed too fast. 

2. Looking down in front of your car, or down at left or right 
fenders. 

3. Car not centered in the lane. 

4. Using your car's hood ornament, or trunk of car ahead of you, 
as your steering guide. 

5. Over-steering far to the left to avoid an object to the right 
of you. 

6. Not noticing hazards in time to avoid them safely. 

7. Swinging wide during right turns. 

8. Failing to reduce speed when visibility is poor. 

9. Using upper beams at night when overtaking. 

10. Sitting on front part of seat and peering at road right in front 
of the car's bumper. 

11. When negotiating sharp curves at moderate to high speeds, 
the driver swings wide (high) on right (inside) turns and drops 
below the center line on left (outside) turns. Instead of sight-
ing as far as possible on approach into or around the curve, 
the driver's eyes fall to where the break of the curve starts. 
This causes the driver to start his right turn late and his left 
turn early. 

12. Driver is not uncomfortable when behind a large truck even 
though his vision is blocked and he therefore cannot Aim High. 

• 



• Ie 3: GET THE BIG PICTURE 

The "Seeing Habits" rules are like stair steps — Until we take the first, we 
cannot accomplish the second, and so on. In short, until we "Aim High in 
Steering," we cannot "Get the Big Picture." 

The "Big Picture" rule means that you must keep general watch over the deep, 
wide traffic scene. You should see everything (relative to driving) in general  
and see only the key details sharply.  This gives you a comprehensive view of 
what is ahead. Because of our "Aim High" technique, the "Big Picture" is un-
folding far enough ahead to allow you time to screen out unnecessary things 
and time to respond to what you see. 

The "Big Picture" is (at the very least) from sidewalk-to-sidewalk wide and 
extends at least as far ahead as to where your car will be 8 to 12 seconds 
from now. The "Big Picture" also includes what is behind and alongside of you. 
It is a 360-degree scene. 

Sometimes you must look at an object and see it in sharp detail, but when you 
do, you must be in the habit  of pulling your eyes back to the "Big Picture" with-
out delay. If you have the "Big Picture' viewing habit, it is safe to give an 
occasional glance to a specific detail — but only a quick glance. You cannot 
allow your eyes to "freeze" on that object. Take several quick glances, rather 
than a long look. Your main attention must be devoted to watching the "Big 
Picture. " After you have developed the "Big Picture" viewing habit, you are 
able to read the traffic scene with great accuracy. 

Most experienced  drivers DO NOT have the "Big Picture" viewing habit. 
They watch the car just ahead of them and "glue" their eyes to its taillights. 
When there is no car to follow, they concentrate all their attention on the 
oncoming traffic or else watch the road only immediately ahead. This kind of 
driver is certain to encounter several delays in traffic and seldom drives a 
month at a time without a sudden stop, swerve or turn to avoid an accident. 
Each time he has a close call, he gets nearer to the serious accident he will  
have, sooner or later. Many of these consider themselves to be excellent or 
even superior drivers. In truth, they've just been lucky or have caused other 
drivers much trouble in avoiding the dangers they created. 

Get the "Big Picture" and habitually check (or "read") the traffic scene 8 to 
12 seconds ahead of your car, and you will not need quick stops or swerves to 
avoid trouble. Drivers who are surprised by traffic conflicts usually are not 
getting the big picture. This explains why many drivers fail to see stop signs 
and traffic lights and often need a tire-squealing stop. 

In developing the "Big Picture" viewing habit, we will watch the cars ahead as 
only ONE of the "Big Picture's" component parts. We see a delay that will 
require the driver ahead to slow or stop even before he sees it. We don't get 
trapped into delays, and we seldom encounter a "near miss. " Traffic signals, 
lane positioning, pedestrians and cars at the curb all tell us a very important 
story. 



When a poor driver is following the car ahead too closely, he must keep his 
central cone of vision "glued" to its taillights. The instant the driver ahead 
applies the brakes and activates the brake lights, the following driver MUST 

THE SAME or else crash into the car ahead. "Keep Your Eyes Moving ?" 
	No way ! 	"Get the Big Picture" or "Aim High ?" 	No way ! 

Even a safe space for stopping distance does not necessarily allow you to "Get 
the Big Picture." For instance, if a large truck or van is in front of you, even 
though you have enough room to stop, your visual lead or ADEQUATE FIELD 
OF VIEW (visibility) is cut off. The criteria for following distance becomes 
not just your stopping distance but, even more importantly, your adequate field 
of view (visibility). 

This leads us to the "Timed Intervals" technique explained on the next pages. 
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:try  
LESS THAN 
3  SECONDS 

MORE 
THAN 

3 SECONDS 

TIMED INTERVALS AND FOLLOWING DISTANCES 

Using the Timed Interval Technique 

While driving you will naturally be watching the car ahead as well as the general 
traffic situation. It will be easy, therefore, for you to notice when the rear of the 
car ahead passes some fixed object near the side of the road, such as a sign post, 
mail box, telephone pole, etc. As the rear of the car ahead passes the selected 
object or check point, start to count to yourself —"one-thousand-one, one-thousand-
two, one-thousand-three. This counting method gives a close approximation of 
time in seconds. If it takes less than 3 seconds for the front of your car to reach 
the check point, you are too close to the car ahead. If it takes 3 seconds for the 
front of your car to reach the check point, your following distance is proper. And, 
if it takes more than 3 seconds for your car to reach the check point, your follow-
ing distance is greater than necessary for safety. Remember, you should try to 
maintain at least a 3-second interval between your car and the car ahead, regard-
less of your speed. 

A. The car ahead is approaching B. Begin counting seconds as the C. If it takes less than 3 seconds 

a check point (the triangular 
	rear of the car ahead passes 

	
for the front of your car to 

sign). 	 the check point. 	 reach the check point, you are 

too close to the car ahead. 

D. If it takes 3 seconds for the front of your 

car to reach the check point, your follow-

ing distance is proper. 

E. If it takes more than 3 seconds for the 

front of your car to reach the check point, 

your following distance is greater than 
necessary for safety. 
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Thus, you need SPACE ahead so that you won't be inclined to stare hypnotically 
at the taillights of the car ahead. You need SPACE in order to have VISIBILITY. 
Following too closely, your visibility is short-cut. To correct this, slow down 
so that you allow more space, which gives you good visibility. 

View the total traffic picture, and be aware of the situation all around you. 
Develop a HABIT of viewing the Total Traffic Picture, and practice making your 
own predictions and decisions as to how the traffic picture will develop. You 
want to be able to tell, specifically, well in advance, what others probably will 
do in relation to what you are going to do. Once you really become aware of the 
Total Traffic Picture and get the knack of predicting how it is going to develop, 
you will allow space for any unexpected developments and can reduce the number 
of surprises that may occur. 

Learning to "Get the Big Picture" enables you to handle delays in your path be-
fore they affect your progress. This way, your driving is less tiring, less 
nerve wracking, and it gets you there more smoothly and safely. 

Once you develop the HABIT of "Getting the Big Picture," you can always antici-
pate the best moves in each traffic situation. You can get your car into a good 
position and keep moving without any strain. One happy characteristic of "Get- 
ting the Big Picture" is that you always time the traffic lights and proceed along 
your route without a lot of starting and stopping because you constantly are 
aware of the condition of the traffic lights ahead. If you always "Get the Big 
Picture," you are ready for smooth stops and turns because you see the need 
for a stop or for a turn well in advance. 

For example: When you realize you are going to stop, you move your foot above 
the brake pedal and 'cover the brake" so that you can start a smooth braking 
operation that will bring you to an easy stop at the right spot. 

Another example: When it comes to turns, "Getting the Big Picture" helps you 
slow down to a comfortable speed before it is time to turn, and then the turn is 
easy. 

Drivers who are not in the habit of disciplining their eyesight and "Getting the 
Big Picture" find themselves distracted by small traffic pictures that are irrel-
evant, and drivers who view only a small traffic picture find themselves going 
around turns at a dangerous speed. Practicing "Getting the Big Picture" will 
help you to ignore pictures that are nonessential to driving (this is known as 
Selective Seeing) and will make your driving smoother and safer and far less 
subject to quick emergency reaction. Your eyes should develop the habit of 
"snapping" the total traffic "picture" in quick glances. Your clear central cone 
of vision is only a small part of your eyesight, and it never should be focused 
on anything for more than an instant. 

Your vision should move continuously around the traffic picture in a series of 
quick glances — ranging across the front, to the sides, and to the rear. Con-
stantly maintaining a "cushion of space" in front of you is your best means of 
getting far enough away from the car preceding you so you can comfortably 
take your eyes off that car and "Get the Big Picture." Whenever you find your-
self in a situation where there is interference with the traffic picture ahead, 
drop back a little, or change lanes, or otherwise move to a position where 
your eyes are in full command of the whole traffic situation. 
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Become so conscious of SPACE that you become "uneasy" whenever your visual 
lead time is decreased, your following distance is only marginally safe, or 
whenever another car is following you too closely. 

This type of awareness is similar to our culturally acquired "body space." 
That is, you will develop your HABITS to the point where you will move back or 
look for an "out" as automatically as you would step back from someone stand-
ing too close. 

You will know you have achieved the HABIT of Getting the Big Picture when you 
find yourself feeling very uncomfortable, or hemmed in, when you get into a 
situation where you have no "Space Cushion" or if the Total Traffic Picture is 
blocked while you are driving. 

With the "Get the Big Picture" HABIT, you always include in your lances the 
sition of the front wheels of other vehicles — not only when you 'overtake" 

pass) but when you meet oncoming cars that might cross your path. This, of 
course, will help you drive with maximum swiftness and safety while avoiding 
strain and fatigue because you are aware of what is happening around you at all 
times. You have time to IDENTIFY, PREDICT, DECIDE and then ACT in 
time to avoid a conflict. 

Sometimes it is impossible to "Get the Big Picture. " The view may be obstruct-
ed by obstacles along the road, as frequently happens at blind intersections or 
around curves. When this happens, you feel uneasy and therefore prepare for 
a stop, if one should be needed. You have read the "Big Picture" far in advance, 
and you know there will be a short period when you cannot "Get the Big Picture", 
and you therefore have plenty of time to take appropriate action. 

It also is difficult to "Get the Big Picture" when fog, rain and inclement weather 
restrict visibility. The resulting "small picture" seeing is reflected in your 
reduced speed. 

Expert drivers drive for 10 to 15 years without a so-called "near miss, " and 
they never have accidents. A good driver is not surprised by situations or con-
flicts caused by others. His "seeing habits" give him a consistently good per-
ception, and he comprehends the meaningful events along his intended path. 

Indeed, the driver who frequently is taken by surprise obviously is a driver 
who sees the "small picture" and is not a good driver. 
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1. Hard, sudden stops 

2. Close following 

3. Traffic delays because of left turners, 
double-parked vehicles or other obstacles 

4. Delayed responses 

5. Frequently taken by surprise 

6. Fast turns 

• 



• 

• 

Ektle 3: KEEP YOUR EYES MOVING 
Unless one has the "Big Picture" viewing habit, he will do a lot of "Fixed Stare" 
driving. His eyes will freeze on some conflict close to him which he was slow 
to see. As he attempts to avoid it, he will head blindly into another conflict 
or will concentrate so much attention straight ahead that his eyes will blur and 
his mind will dull. That keeps him from giving proper attention to danger 
from the sides or the rear. 

As stated earlier, you must see in quick glances. When the eyes stay on a 
specific part of the traffic picture more than just 2 seconds, a "Fixed Stare" 
usually occurs. When this happens, the car is "driverless." You must quick-
ly move your eyes back to watching the "Big Picture. " Unless you do, you will 
head blindly into trouble. You may even fail to see a red traffic light. 

As you move your eyes, identify potential hazards andredict what is likely 
to occur, decide what to do, and then act accordingly.hen in traffic, you 
must have the strong habit of "disposing of hazards quickly" whenever anything 
holds your eyes. If any hazard attracts too much of your attention, you're in 
trouble. To avoid this, adjust speed (faster or slower), change lanes, tap 
the horn, or do all three if necessary, to dispose of these "eye-holding" prob-
lems. 

This rule is one which most longtime drivers fail to exercise. They do fine 
as long as there are no immediate conflicts to distract them. When the chips 
are down, they "romance" a conflict with their eyes far too long. In most 
cases, even after the conflict no longer exists, the "Fixed Stare" is responsi-
ble for most of the errors by longtime drivers. 

Remember the difference between your periphe :al vision and your central cone 
of vision. The peripheral vision picks up movement, objects and light; but, 
to really study a situation, the central cone of vision must be focused on it. 
While the central cone of vision is focused on an object, other things can be 
happening which might be dangerous. Therefore, this central cone of vision 
must be kept moving, sweeping over the entire traffic scene as it unfolds 	 
eyes never locked upon one object for more than an instant. 

One reason to "Keep Your Eyes Moving" is to create awareness of the Total 
Traffic Scene in order to keep a Space Cushion around your car. If you lock 
your gaze on anything too long, your awareness of the total scene is diminished. 

To be a safe and competent driver, you must maintain constant vigilance to 
guard against daydreaming or staring at "eye-holding" situations. Remember, 
eye fixation probably traps more drivers into accidents than any other single 
factor. It is not easy to tear your attention away from eye-catching situa-
tions. Constant practice is the only way to develop the "SCANNING" habit. 



EYE-HOLDING PROBLEMS 
(fixed stare) 

One common "Fixed Stare" problem is watching the traffic signal while sitting at 
a red light. Staring at the red light won't cause it to change to green any faster, 
but, meanwhile, when it does turn green, the fixed-stare driver moves off with-
out the important checking glances to left - center - right - left again. 

Another example is seeing a hazard along the side of the road - a little child or 
a dog, a driver sitting in a parked car along the curb, etc. Then, as the driver 
moves along, he concentrates on what might happen: "Will someone come out 
into my path, or won't he ?" He ends up staring at the situation 3 or 4 seconds, 
during which time he 1-nay have traveled 150 or 175 feet without paying attention 
to what else was going on around him and may be heading blindly for other haz-
ards while worrying about the first hazard. 

Unless you have the "Big Picture" viewing habit, you will be doing a lot of "Fixed 
Stare" driving. Your eyes will freeze on some conflict close to you, which you 
were slow to see. As you attempt to avoid it, you will head blindly for another. 
Or, you will concentrate so much attention straight ahead that your eyes will be-
come blinded or blurred, and your mind will become dull. This is what is called 
Fixed Stare driving. 

DISPOSE OF HAZARDS 

As mentioned earlier, you must see in quick glances. When your eyes stay 2 
seconds on a specific part of the traffic scene, a Fixed Stare may result. When 
that happens, your car is driverless.  You must quickly move your eyes back 
to checking over the "Big Picture" or else you'll head blindly into trouble. You 
must build a strong habit  of disposing of hazards quickly whenever anything 
holds your eyes in traffic. To be able to dispose of hazards, you must already 
be aware of what space is available and how it is about to be used (occupied). 
Then, adjust your speed (up or down), change lanes, tap the horn, or do all 
three if necessary to dispose of the eye-holding problem. 

Some drivers are reluctant to use the car's warning device (the horn) to make 
"eye contact" or to otherwise dispose of eye-holding hazards, or at night they 
are hesitant to flash their headlights. Such drivers can be suspected of "Fixed 
Stare" driving or of at least becoming a hazard for others while they "romance" 
the hazard ahead. 

"Keep Your Eyes Moving" is a habit which most longtime drivers fail to build. 
New  drivers can, and must, develop this until it becomes a behavior pattern. 
When done without need for conscious thought, you will be able to move safely 
and smoothly through traffic without a "near miss", sudden stop or last-minute 
swerve. 

It's easy to tell an amateur  who is hypnotized by a scene from a pro  who gets 
his eyes back on what he is doing. The driver who "Keeps His Eyes Moving" has 
a strong resistance  to distracting events or details. If you allow yourself to be-
come too interested in any one thing, you lose the Total Traffic Picture, so your 
attention may be pulled back only by a near miss  or a hard stop. 
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• New drivers must be instructed in this life-saver rule of "KEEP YOUR EYES 
SCANNING" and then develop it under a competent teacher's guidance until it 
becomes a HABIT.  

• 

THE VISION BLOCKADE 
One of the greatest hazards to good "Seeing Habits" is the large truck or bus on 
the road. A driver who falls in behind a truck or bus has no view other than the 
rear end of the large vehicle. The driver should feel uneasy because he cannot 
see over it, around it or beneath it. He must immediately  get away from this 
"Vision Blockade" either by passing it or by falling back a few hundred additional 
feet. In other words, he must  regain an adequate field of vision (or an 8 - 12 
second minimum visual lead time). 

"Seeing must travel ahead of driving, " but don't overconcentrate  on the part of 
the picture directly in front of you. See possible conflicts on the sides and be-
hind you, too, so you can avoid moving blindly into an accident-producing situa-
tion. Build the HABIT of always checking both sides before starting up at an 
intersection. Don't move until your view is clear. 

When you have this HABIT, if a large vehicle on your left blocks your view at a 
multi-lane intersection, you proceed very cautiously. If the large vehicle 
doesn't move, a hazard could be approaching from the left which you cannot see, 
so you're alert for a possible vehicle from the left running a red light, or an 
emergency vehicle, or a cyclist or pedestrian. If that large vehicle does move, 
but slower than expected, remain cautious and prepared to stop until you have a 
view of the potential cross-traffic hazards. 

When you have the HABIT of disposing of eye-holding problems, you are always 
sharply alert and constantly making adjustments to the traffic situations around 
you. The HABIT of SCANNING helps you spot potential problems so you have 
time to respond to them before they become hazardous. As you shift your eyes 
over the scene and detect a possible conflict, make an adjustment immediately 
by changing your speed, tapping the horn, changing your lane or stopping if 
necessary. You get rid of every eye-holding situation fast as you can without 
having to make a conscious effort. Your good visual HABITS keep you moving 
smoothly and safely through the traffic picture. 

"KEEP YOUR EYES MOVING" means checking not only the front and sides but 
also the rear. Only a bad driver neglects the rear-view mirror. The expert 
driver checks his rear-view mirror at least every 5 to 8 seconds. Look into 
the mirrors, then back again to the scene ahead. Do so every 5 to 8 seconds 
until it becomes a HABIT. Whenever you encounter an obstruction or conflict 
ahead, you must know what is behind you before applying your brakes, or you 
may cause another conflict when you slow or stop. If the situation ahead indi-
cates your best move is to change lanes, make sure you had a good look at the 
traffic situation in your rear-view mirrors and on that side before making your 
move. 

A driver who "Keeps His Eyes Moving" knows what is going on around him at 
all times. He relaxes, enjoys his driving and almost never gets surprised by 
the actions of others because HE SEES THEM IN TIME TO RESPOND. A 
safe, competent driver lets nothing interfere with his ever-shifting vision. 
Conversation with a passenger, listening to the radio, planning the day's activi- 
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• ties, etc. , will not prevent a driver with the proper good visual habits from 
"Keeping His Eyes Moving. " When a critical object or situation arises, he will 
tune out the radio, interrupt the conversation, etc. , and concentrate on eliminat-
ing the potential conflict, but he will not concentrate his gaze. He lets nothing 
interfere with his ever-shifting vision. If any element of a traffic situation is 
obscured for any reason, he waits, looks again, then carefully puts himself into 
position to clear up his view. He drives on only when he can see everything 
clearly. 

The driver involved in a crash says, "I just didn't see that car coming out of 
nowhere 	 I was watching out for a kid on a bike when I hit his car. " Yes, 
this "good, safe driver" failed to dispose of Hazard No. 1 — He slowed down and 
stared at it. He wasn't aware of Hazard No. 2 until it was too late. 

DISPOSE OF EYE-HOLDING HAZARDS PROMPTLY. Sound your horn, flash 
your lights, change lanes, but do not stare. You must "KEEP YOUR EYES 
MOVING. " 

Most drivers do not deal very effectively with eye-holding problems (potential 
hazards). Proof of this can be borne out by riding with the average driver down 
a busy city street with lots of activity. 

The average driver will react to each hazard independently from the others 
(usually with a sharp brake application), and he "romances" it until the problem 
disposes of itself 	 then on to the next "surprise" — "surprise" because he 
spent so much time on one problem that he was late to see the next problem. 

This driver might be said to "react" to traffic rather than "respond" with traffic. 
It's akin to "Management by Crisis. " A firm whose management deals with one 
problem at a time as it pops up generally is so busy "putting out fires" that it 
never really has time to develop and execute an over-all plan. 

The expert driver, by contrast, driving down that same busy street, will be 
aware of all hazards. He will deal with each appropriately, as he comes to it, 
by tapping the horn, changing lanes, changing speeds, or all three, if necessary). 
He promptly does something about problems 	 He doesn't stare at them. 
This results in less gas, less brake use and virtually no surprises. Another way 
of stating it: "Problems don't handle him; he handles problems. " 
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1. Driver rarely or never uses the horn or flashes headlights 
to dispose of hazards. 

2. Driver not bothered by broken, dirty or unaimed mirrors. 

3. Driver not bothered by a blocked, dirty or foggy side or rear 
window. 

4. Fails to check left - center - right - left again before starting 
up at stop sign or stoplight.* 

5. Fails to check rear before leaving curb. 

6. Numerous close calls, near misses, etc. , as he is caught by 
surprise. 

7. Is obviously slow to dispose of eye-holding situations. 

8. Fails to check rear before taking foot off accelerator in prepara-
tion for slowing or stopping. 

9. Driver is passed by cars he did not see coming. 

10. Throttle, brake, throttle, brake 	 A symptom of "sticky 
eyes. " Driver will use brake while his eyes are frozen on an 
eye-holding problem. When the threat dissolves, he returns 
to the throttle until the next hazard or eye-holding problem 
comes up and he can repeat the process over again. 

*To be sure it is safe to enter any intersection (controlled or 
uncontrolled), the general rule is to check left - center - right -
left again. However, in some cases, when there is ample time 
such as while stopped at a traffic sign or light or before pulling out 
of a driveway, it might be better to let space  determine where to 
look first. Look first to the side with the longer and better view, 
then look center, then look to the other (more obscured) side, then 
look back to the first side. 
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The sketch above is not to scale insofar as the amount 
of required Stopping Distance is concerned. Since a 
far greater amount of space is required to stop, the 
"Point of No Return" and "Point of Decision" also would 
be far further from the truck than is shown in the 
illustration. 
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7,4to 4: LEAVE YOURSELF AN OUT 
After mastering the first three rules - AIM HIGH IN STEERING, GET THE 
BIG PICTURE and KEEP YOUR EYES MOVING - the fourth rule, which is 
"LEAVE YOURSELF AN OUT;' comes almost automatically. 

You automatically will strive to keep a good margin of space in front, to the 
sides, and even to the rear. You feel uncomfortable when you are unable to 
Get the Big Picture. Your speed will adjust accordingly. You only feel com-
fortable when you have an adequate field of view (visibility) and a safe "space 
cushion. " 

When you don't have a swerving space to the sides, you just naturally allow 
more stopping space. You never ride bunched up with other cars when you can 
spread out and maintain a "space cushion." In the rare, unavoidable cases 
when only a split-second action will avoid a crash, you already have an escape 
course in mind and do not waste critical seconds deciding on the best possible 
response. You have mastered the habit of covering the brake when a situation 
ahead calls for letting up fully on the accelerator. And, when you have the hab-
it of "keeping an out" you always choose the lane of least resistance in any 
doubtful traffic situation. 

You speed up to get ahead of bunches (also called "wolfpacks") or fall back and 
find a niche where you can be alone. When you find your niche, you consist-
ently evaluate the traffic picture so you can reestablish a niche elsewhere if 
the need arises. This habit pays big dividends in making good time in traffic. 
In spite of what many drivers think, you will not be delayed in heavy traffic by 
keeping a safe space ahead of you. On the contrary, if you move up into a 
bunch and maneuver for position, all your time and attention is devoted to 
watching the other cars around you which gives you little time to watch well 
ahead for traffic tie-ups. When you maintain your niche, you can project your-
self ahead and often have time and room to move to a free-flowing lane. You 
now are blending well in traffic, and this is the acid test of your ability to pilot 
an automobile. 

You must leave yourself an "out" whenever there is a doubtful situation. Doubt-
ful situations appear when: 

1. The driving path comes near any fixed hazard. 

2. The traffic light ahead is "stale green. " 

3. Passing near a parked car with its driver at the wheel 
so he might suddenly pull into your traffic lane or open 
his door into your path. 

4. An oncoming vehicle may want to turn left in front of you. 

5. A driver approaches too fast from a side road at an 
intersection. 

6. A car pulling out of a driveway may not see you. 

7. Passing a parked car with its hood up. The driver may 
be more concerned with fixing his car than with watch-
ing for traffic and may walk around his vehicle into the 
driving lane. Also, a "good samaritan" may suddenly 
stop to help without checking traffic to his rear. 

8. The field of vision is obstructed by fences, bushes, 
buildings, parked vehicles, etc. The driver's view of 
potential hazards is diminished. 
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When approaching a doubtful situation, four basic responses apply: 

1 Cover your brake, and slow down or stop. 

2. Sound your horn. 

3. Change your driving path. 

4. Flash your headlights. 

You may use any one, two or all four of these responses to any potentially haz-
ardous situation. In these and other circumstances, you should practice WHAT 
IF. WHAT IF there is a child walking around that parked truck ? With each 
question, prepare potential appropriate action. 

The name of the game is: Constantly strive for a "Space Cushion" around 
your vehicle. Accomplish this by maneuvering forward, or by dropping back, 
by your choice of lane (always selecting the one with the best view of traffic 
and offering the least chances of conflict from front, sides and rear), and by 
allowing extra space ahead when you are hemmed in with no swerving space on 
one or both sides. You also accomplish this by slowing on slippery or irregu-
lar road surfaces or when the view is obscured or when there is a vehicle too 
close behind. 

Your speed always is related to your visibility (field of view). Somehow, you 
must connect your eyes with your right foot, which is over the accelerator. 
You must reduce speed when visibility is limited such as approaching a blind 
intersection, rounding curves, at the top of a hill, in darkness, or when other 
hazards tend to reduce your field of view. 

Rules 1, 2 and 3 will take care of the things you can see. Rule 4 takes care 
of the things you can't see 	 hazards hidden by things you can see. You 
can see the large truck parked at the right-hand curb, but you can't see the car 
with its driver behind the wheel and its engine running, ready to take off dir-
ectly in front of the large truck. Something you can see is hiding something 
you can't see. 

By using "Expert Eye-Lead Time," you will have allowed yourself 8 to 12 
seconds to adjust your position in traffic so as to have swerving space or the 
option to stop. Don't let "your wheels get ahead of your eyes." You must not 
pass the "Point of No Return" (the imaginary line, beyond which you no longer 
can stop) if you cannot see the car in front of the truck. You must "cover the 
brake" and be prepared to take action before crossing the "Point of No Return. " 
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TO GET RID OF A "TAILGATER" 

A "tailgater" is a driver whose car is following much too close to your car and 
who is not allowing adequate stopping distance in case you had to apply your 
brakes. He is inviting a rear-end collision with your car. Usually, a tail-
gater is in a nervous hurry to go faster than you are going or to get in front of 
your car. Get away from that dangerous driver by one or more of the follow-
ing: 

1. Change lanes to let Tailgater pass on through, 
if possible. 

2. Pull to the curb and stop. 

3. Speed up a bit, if possible, and put more space 
between your car and his. 

4. Turn the dashboard headlight switch on and off 
to make Tailgater think your brake lights are 
flashing. 

5. Lightly tap your brake pedal (if Tailgater has 
room to respond without hitting your car) so that 
your brake lights flash. 

6. Often a Tailgater will drop back a bit when he 
sees your hand move to your inside rear-view 
mirror and he realizes you are watching him 
by the movement of your head turning toward your 
hand on the mirror. (Use short glances while 
keeping aware of your path ahead.) 

7. Put your left arm out your left window in the 
"stop" hand-signal position. 

8. If stopped, with your foot on the brake, release 
your brake a small bit to allow your car's engine 
idle speed to cause your car to creep a few feet 
further ahead of the Tailgater. 

9. Gradually slow down to permit yourself more 
room to stop, if necessary, and to encourage the 
Tailgater to pass. (This also will give you a 
better view of the "Big Picture".) 
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1. "Space Cushion" around vehicle not constantly 
maintained. 

2. Keeping up speed when visibility is reduced. 

3. Failing to recognize doubtful situations such as 
vehicles or pedestrians crowding in, etc. 

4. Riding within a "wolfpack." 

5. Alternate paths of travel are not pre-planned. 
(Driver does not practice WHAT IF.) 
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Ifigje $: MAKE SURE THEY SEE YOU 
Although you now are giving yourself an "out, " you are automatically alert when 
near a spot where you must depend on another driver or a pedestrian to "stay 
put. " This is where most drivers make a very serious error. They count on 
traffic laws to protect them. They assume the other person will do nothing un-
expected or dangerous. 

When someone does make a wrong move, either he didn't see you or thought 
he had time and room enough to make his move safely. 

Unless you are certain the other person sees you and shows by his ACTIONS 
that he doesn't intend to set up a conflict, you tap your horn or, at night, flick 
your headlights IN ADVANCE warning. Notice we said in advance — This will 
allow time to stop if the other person doesn't react properly. 

When preparing to pass, you must get the "Big Picture" — Is the driver ahead 
nearing a point where he may turn left ? Is he about to pass another car ? Is 
there anything on his right which may make him veer left ? Is he holding a 
steady speed and lane position ? ("Ground viewing" will tell you some of the 
story.) Unless you are sure the other driver will stay in line, delay passing. 

When you do pass, do it quickly. Get up where he can see you, and to your 
horn and/or flash your lights. As you pass, get your eyes up ahead (Aim High) 
and let your peripheral vision watch the car you are passing. 

When signaling for turns and stops, do it early and pay particular attention to 
lane positioning. But signalling is not enough — Be certain the signal is heeded. 

Always get your car lights on early at dusk. (Driving lights, not parking lights). 
Your car's lights make it easier for other people to see your car. Anytime you 
must use the windshield wipers, your headlights also should be on. 

Many drivers wrongly seem almost proud of the fact that they almost never use 
the car horn. The horn is a warning device put there by the auto manufacturers, 
and it is designed to be used. Indeed, in modern bit-city traffic, it is difficult 
to imagine a driver going one week without having to use this warning device a 
few times. 

When using the horn to warn a pedestrian or cyclist that you are approaching, 
do so when you are still at least a couple-hundred feet away. A loud blast 
from the horn when you are pretty close can only frighten the person and may 
even cause him to swerve into your path as a reaction to being frightened. 

Most of the time, use your horn and other signalling devices to gain "eye con-
tact" with a pedestrian, motorist, etc. , who might possibly enter your path of 
travel. Once his eyes come up and meet your eyes, you can be fairly confident 
he has seen you and will not enter your path or cause a crash. 

Your vehicle has many lights, and they are an excellent way to communicate 
with others under almost any type of traffic or weather conditions. If visibil-
ity is poor, always turn on your headlights — day or night. By pressing then 
releasing the brake pedal, you automatically flash your brake lights as an 
advance warning to others behind you that you intend to slow or stop. Always 
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know how much you need to press each car's brakes to make the brake lights 
come on. (Check that at night when you can see the glow of activated brake 
lights, or check by backing up to a building with a glass front.) If you press a 
brake pedal and the brake lights do not activate, you risk being rear-ended 
until they're repaired. 

The positioning of your car in the traffic stream is another very important way 
to make sure that others see you. You also can give them clues to your intent. 
Try to keep plenty of space around your vehicle. Never drive in another per-
son's blind spot. Often the speed and position of your car will give other 
motorists clues as to your intentions even before they see your signal. How-
ever, it is best to get in the habit of using your turn signals more than the legal 
distance prior to making a turn. The legal distance (in most states and prov-
inces) is 100 feet in cities and 200 feet in rural areas, but a good  driver 
uses his turn signal much sooner. In fact, signal far before the intersection, 
but not so much before that others will misread your signal and be deceived 
into thinking you are going to turn much sooner than you actually will turn. In 
short, if you are going to make a turn ahead, it is wise to set the turn signal 
blinking once you have cleared the last possible intersection before your inten-
ded turn and BEFORE you begin to slow down for the turn. 

The GROUND-VIEWING HABIT 
Try to watch out for "cocked" front wheels. When in motion, an oncoming 
car's front wheels help you to detect when it first turns out of line. 

When a car is stopped in a line or is parked at the curb, a turning of the steer-
ing wheel causes the front wheels to show the direction of travel before move-
ment starts. As the car begins to move, the effect of turning the steering 
wheel is more and more noticeable. 

At high speeds, however, only a slight movement of the steering wheel allows 
a car to move quickly from one side of the road to the other. In faster traffic, 
especially highways and expressways, by paying attention to each other car and 
its position on the pavement, its speed and direction, etc., its general behav-
ior often can foretell some unusual maneuver. 

The "Ground-Viewing Habit" is particularly valuable in the detection of inatten-
tive, drunk or otherwise dangerous drivers of other vehicles. When following 
another vehicle or when one is approaching, often you can notice that the space 
between that car's tire and the lane indicator marks is growing smaller or 
larger, or is doing first one and then another. Extreme caution is indicated. 
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Tutting gt 	*et ►er 
The five rules: 

AIM HIGH IN STEERING 

GET THE BIG PICTURE 

KEEP YOUR EYES MOVING 

LEAVE YOURSELF AN OUT 

MAKE SURE THEY SEE YOU 

will keep you out of trouble. Safe driving consists of little more than taking 
these five steps over and over again as your car travels along. However, you 
must take all five steps quickly — often in one sweeping glance. 

The truth is: Many drivers carry out the five seeing rules at least part of the 
time, but most drivers take so long  on each individual rule that they usually 
cannot finish all five steps. When distracted, they often fail to carry out any 

 of the five rules during several seconds. 

You must build a habit of taking these five steps very quickly for a very good 
reason. Many times, you will not be able to devote full time to your driving. 
The fact is you may almost have to rely on your HABITS to drive for you when 
your mind is not kept on your driving or when you are suffering from distrac-
tions. 

Each driver thinks he sees correctly in traffic. This explains why drivers 
blame a "near miss" on the mistakes of others or on just plain bad luck. Even 
with poor seeing habits, a driver may go for long periods with only an occa-
sional near miss 	 but sooner or later, those poor habits will get him into 
trouble. It usually will come when he is dealing with a distraction which makes 
him extra slow to see the danger. Those who have good driving habits recog-
nize distractions as a matter of routine and dispose of them automatically. 

A valuable by-product of the proper use of one's eyes when driving is the 
ability to reduce time needed to learn some of the basic maneuvers such as 
turns and driving straight down the center of one's driving lane. Before this 
knowledge was available, it often took much more time to teach a student to 
make left and right turns or to hold the car properly in its lane. 

The key to safe driving is to build safe driving HABITS. This is achieved 
through drill and practice while out in the car in traffic. The necessary habits 
cannot be built in a classroom situation, nor in a simulator, nor on a driving 
range. Indeed, a driving range of limited proportions will only build low-aim 
seeing habits which is a sure route to accidents. 

As you can tell, the seeing habits are pretty well interrelated, but the key is 
to "Aim High in Steering" because if one does not do that, most of the other 
four are almost useless. 

Consistent "Aiming High in Steering" also will allow and help the driver to 
"Get the Big Picture" if he also "Keeps His Eyes Moving:' All five seeing 
habits are tied together like stair steps, and all will fail without each in its 
proper order and all used together. This is especially true of the first three 
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rules because they enable you to select a safe space for your vehicle. The 
fourth and fifth habits give you the time to keep and to protect your safe space. 

Your aim is 8 to 12 seconds ahead of your car at all times. With the "Aim 
High" technique, you should be able to use your peripheral vision to center your 
car in your lane. In doing so, you free your eyes for more important things 
such as checking traffic at intersections, watching for conflicts ahead so you 
can take automatic meaning from what you see and have plenty of time to react. 
This will not teach you how to handle trouble when you get into it. This will  
teach you how to stay out of trouble in the first place. 

The name of the game is SPACE and VISIBILITY. We need space in order to 
maintain visibility. 

If, at 30 miles per hour, you are following another car which is 30 or 40 feet 
ahead, you must constantly watch his taillights in case he applies his brakes. 
If he does apply his brakes, you must do the same immediately. If you respond 
quickly enough, you might not slam into the rear end of the car ahead of you. 
But, while focusing on the taillights of the car ahead, you cannot be viewing the 
whole traffic scene in any way. 

If, at 30 miles per hour, you leave a 100-foot space between you and the car 
ahead, you need not constantly watch the taillights of the car ahead. You now 
have the time to sweep your eyes over the traffic scene, to choose a safe driv-
ing path, to peer through the rear window and front windshield of the cars ahead 
and over and around that car in order to be able to detect any problems or haz-
ards that may come up ahead of him. With this "Space Cushion," you can relax 
and enjoy your driving. 
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This handbook contains only the basic THEORY of pro-
fessional seeing habits. It does not deal with the 
techniques used to teach a driver to apply some of 
the concepts explained herein. 

Understanding what is in this manual DOES NOT mean that 
a person "knows" professional seeing habits. Nor does 
knowing the letters of the alphabet mean that a person 
knows how to read and write. There is a Zot more to it. 

However, this handbook is designed vo help you become 
a safer driver, by expanding, explaining, reviewing, and 
reminding you of the lessons you will receive from your 
professional driving instructor. 

In the final analysis, there is no way to really build 
driving habits except while our in a car in real-world 
traffic with a qualified professional instructor at your 
side. 
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